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Teaching movement, creativity and correct body shape in the midfield.
Theme

90 mins

NOTES
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Prog. 1 – Two-player combination
Player B checks to receive the ball (body open) from Player A
On the first touch of Player B, Player C checks to the ball (inside the cone).
Player B plays a one-two with Player C. Player B plays a leading pass into Player C, who moves
around the outside of the mannequin
Prog. 2 – Three-player combination
Player B checks toward Player A. Player A plays a one-two with player B, then plays a long pass to
Player C.
After playing the return pass to Player A, Player B spins off to receive a first time pass from Player C.
Payer C then moves outside the cones to receive a leading pass from Player B and dribble back.
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Retaining Possession and switching the play
Area: 30 x 30. Teams play 6 v 3 with #6 and #8 inside a 10 x 10 area. (Green players cannot enter
the area)
The Blue players (att.) attempt retain possession and find a way to play through #6 and 8, who
must combine to play out.
To score a point, the blue’s must make 10-15 consecutive passes "while" going through #6 and #8.
Rotate Def’s after 2-3 mins. (Defenders track how many times they win possession in that time).
Coaching Points
1. Players need to have good vision and awareness of the available free space
2. Players should be constantly moving, trying to find and create passing lanes
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Developing correct body shape in a 6v5 possession game
Area: 30 x 30. #8 plays inside the 10x10 area. (Green players cannot enter the box)
Blue (attackers) must retain possession and find a way to play through #8
To score a point, both teams attempt to make 10-15 consecutive passes.
Prog 1. Rotate #6 with #8 in the box
Prog 2. #6 or #8 can enter box at will, but only one at a time.
Outside players are encouraged to limit themselves to two touches and the player in the box to
one, IF possible.
Coaching Points
1. Player in the box needs to be aware of available passing lanes before receiving the ball.
2. Practice needs a high quality of passing (weight, accuracy and timing)
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End game
Teams play 6 v 6 (1-3-1-1 formation)
Wide goals are added to encourage switching the play.
Wide goals = 1 point
Scoring vs. the Opposing GK = 2 points
Normal game rules apply.
Prog. Take away wide goals
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